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Abstract

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate complex Finsler manifolds and introduce

some special complex Finsler structures to consider the analogy of real Finsler geometry.

Furthermore, we give a note on the holomorphic sectional curvature of complex Finsler manifolds.

Introduction

We know already many papers on complex Finsler geometry (cf. Fukui [1], Ichyyo

[4, 6], Kobayashi [7], Rizza [12, 13], Royden [14], Rund [15], etc.). Suggested by

Kobayashi [7] and Royden [14], in the present paper, we shall investigate complex

Finsler manifolds.

Inァ1 we shall introduce the notions of complex Finsler vector bundle and complex

Fmsler connection, and inァ2, by using the so-called non-linear connection, we show

the local expressions of complex Finsler connections.

Inァ3 we shall investigate two types of complex Fmsler connections which are

determined from the given complex Finsler metric. The first one is the Hermitian

connection in a complex Finsler vector bundle with a Hermitian metric, that is, the

Finsler-Hermitian connection, which is essentially the same as the one treated in

Kobayashi [7]. The other one is the connection which is treated in Rund [15], that

is, the complex Rund connection. We shall show that the second connection is uniquely

determined by some axioms. Then, with respect to these connections, we shall show

the existence of a special complex coordinate system which is used inァ4 andァ7.

In専4 we shall define the notion of Finsler-Kahler manifold and characterize it by

the existence of a special coordinate system which is similar to the case of Kahler

manifold.

Inァ5 we shall introduce the notion of complex Berwald manifold which is a

natural generalization of real case (c£ Matsumoto [11]), and give a necessary condition

that a complex Finsler manifold be complex Berwald, which is similar to the result in
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Ichijyo [5]. Furthermore, we shall investigate complex Finsler manifolds with complex

(α, βVmetics as an example of complex Berwald manifolds.

Inァ6 we shall introduce the notion of complex locally Minkowski manifold and

characterize it in terms of the complex Rund connection.

In the last section, as an application we shall give a note on the holomorphic

●

sectional curvatures treated in Kobayashi [7] and Royden [14].

The author wishes to express here his sincere gratitude to Professor Dr. Masao

Hashiguchi, Professor Dr. Yoshihiro Ichijyo and Professor Dr. Makoto Matsumoto for

the invaluable suggestions and encouragement. The author is also grateful to Professor

Dr. Kimio Miyajima for the helpful comments and criticism about complex differential
● ●

geometry.

1. Complex Finsler vector bundles

Let M be a complex manifold of dimcM - n. Then the complexmcation TCM of

the real tangent bundle TM is decomposed as TCM - T′M◎ T′′M, where T′M is the

holomorphic tangent bundle over M and T"M is the conjugate of T'M. As is

well-known, T'M is also a complex manifold of dimcT'M - In, and the projection
●

nT: T′M-M is holomorphic.

′■■/

Definition 1.1. A complex vector bundle E over T'M is said to be a complex

Finsler vector bundle, if E is the pull-back nT 1(E) of a complex vector bundle E over
乙二1

M. If E is holomorphic, then E is called a holomorphic Finsler vector bundle.

Let E-nT 1(｣) be a complex Finsler vector bundle. If we denote by guv the

transition functions of E, the ones of E are given by guv｡7rT, where {U,町　is an

open cover of M such that on each U the vector bundle E is trivial.

In the following, we shall denote by F(E) the space of Cの-sections of E. Then

′■■/

■■′

a connection in E is a homomorphism D: F(E) -∫(E⑳ TAT′M)*) satisfying

D{fs) - sdf +fDs,

′■l/

where s∈f(E), and / is an arbitrary C∝-function on T′M.

■■■/

Definition 1.2. A connection D in a complex Finsler vector bundle E is called a

complex Finsler connection.

′■l/

In the following, we suppose that J is a holomorphic Finsler vector bundle of
●

rankm. For a local frame field s-(si,...,sm) ofE over nT　{U)9 we put

DSa - SnCoαβ･

The matrix 1-form (%-(a>αp) on nT 1(U) is called the connection form of D with

respect to s. On the intersection U〔V, the connection forms　α)v, cov saitsfy the

following relation :

●
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(1.1)　　　　　　　　　u>v-9vv　^vsuv+ouv dguVf
′■■l

where guv - guv｡nT are the transition functions of E.
ここ1

′■■/

Suppose that a Hermitian metric g is given in E. Then a connection
′■l/                 ′■′

D : r(E) -+ r(EョTC(T'M)*) satisfying the following conditions is uniquely determined

from g, and called the Hermitian connection in (E, g).
/

(1) D is metrical: dg(s, t)-g(Ds, t)+g(s,Dt) for any 5, ter(E),

(2) The connection form is (1, 0)-type.

The following proposition is similar to the well-known result (cf. Kobayashi-Wu

[91.

′■■/

Proposition 1.1. Let (E9 g) be a holomorphic Finsler vector bundle with a Hermitian

metric g. Then the connection form co and curvature form Q of its Hermitian connection

D are given by

'o> - d'g-g-l

Q=d′′w

respec tively.

2.Complexnon-linearconnections

/■■/Intheprevioussection,weintroducedacomplexFinslerconnectionD:r(E)

′■■/r(EョTAT'M)*)inacomplexFinslervectorbundleE.Thecomplexvectorbundle

Tc(T'M)*,however,isnotnecessaryacomplexFinslervectorbundle.Inthe

presentsection,westatethenotionofcomplexnon-linearconnection,andshowthat

Tc(TrM)*isalsoregardedasacomplexFinslervectorbundle.

Wedenoteby{[/,(zl)}acomplexcoordinatesystemonM,andlet{U9Xv}be

anopencoverofT'MwithlocalholomorphicframefieldsXv-{Xl9...9Xn}.Then

wedenoteby{nTl{U),(z¥rf)}theinducedcomplexcoordinatesystemonT′M･

ThetransitionfunctionsoftheholomorphictangentbundleT'yT'M)aregivenby

(2.1)∂dz'j/dz1

2z'j/dzidzm)rf∂Z′os

j/dzl,
ForthedifferentialnT*ofthenaturalprojectionnT,weput●

V(T′M)-{∈∈T′(T′M);nT^)-O).

ThenV(T'M)isavectorbundleofranknoverT′M.Itisclearthat{∂/∂t]1}is

localframefieldofV(T′M)overnT1(U)andthetransitionfunctionsofV(T′M)are

givenby(∂Z′j/∂zi)｡nT.SoV{T′M)isaholomorphicFinslervectorbundleofrankn.

Nowwecantakeacomplexvectorsub-bundleH(T'M)ofT'(T'M)suchthatthe
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following C∝^decomposition holds :

●

(2.2)　　　　　　　　　　　T'(T'M) - H(TM)ョV(T'M).

Fro竺(2.1), we see that the transition functions of H(T′M) are also given by
(∂Z′J/∂zl)onT. Hence H(T′M) is also a complex Finsler vector bundle of rank n. Then

the C∝'-decomposition (2.2) is the Whitney sum of complex Finsler vector bundles

H(T'M) and V{T'M):

(2.3) TAT′M) - T′(T′M) ㊨ T′′(T′M).

Theorem2.1.TheholomorphictangentbundleT'(TM)ofT'Miswrittenasa

whitneysum(2.2)ofcomplexFinslervectorbundlesH(T′M)andV{T′M).Thenthe

complexvectorbundleEョTc(TrM)*isalsoacomplexFinslervectorbundle.

′■■/LetJbeaholomorphicFinslervectorbundlewithaFinslerconnection

/■■l′■■D-.r(E)-r(E⑳TC(T′M)*).Then,from(2.2)and(2.3)wehavethefollowing

decompositionofD:

D-D'+D",

where

D′‥r{E)一一r(E⑳T′(T′M)*)andD′′:T(｣)ーr(E⑳T′′(T′M)*).

Wehavealso

D'-D'h+D'vandD"-D"h+D"v,

where

D′h.:r{E)-r(E⑳H(T′M)*),D′-

.HE)-r(E⑳V(T′M)*)
and

L二つu

D′′h.: F(E) -r(E⑳

Then we put

H(T'M)* ), ～′■■′D〝-
.HE)-r(E⑳V(T′M)*).

D"-D'h+D"h and Dv=D'v+D"v.

Definition 2.1. The covariant derivation Dh (resp. Dv) is called the /z-(resp. v-)

covariant derivation of the given complex Finsler connection D. If the condition D" = d"

is satisfied, then the complex Finsler connection D is said to be (1, 0)-type.

For the local expressions of Dh and D¥ we consider the following n vector fields
●

(∂/∂z'} as a local frame field of H(T′M) over 7cT.-1(t7):
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£-£-Nm雰(1≦i≦O,

wherethen2coo-functionsNl}{z,叩)shouldsatisfythefollowingtransformationlaw:

･2.4)N'¥慧-Nl,dzn

Jdzl芸詰りm･

Definition2.2.ThefamilyoffunctionsNIAz9叩)satisfying(2.4)iscalledacomplex

non-linearconnectiononTfM.

Weshalldenoteby{dz¥∂rf}thedualframefieldof{∂/∂zi,∂/∂rjl},whereweput

∂r,>-dv>+N>(z,り)dzm.

The1-forms{dzl}and{∂r¥1}consistalocalframefieldofH(T′M)*andV(T′M)*over

花蝣ォ(17)respectively.Thenweshallintroducethefollowingnotations:

d'hf-冨dz'-諾Idnm)d'vf-鉢

2.5

d"hf-芸dzl-芸N"1:茅¥dzi, d'J-節
for any function /. Then we put

(2.6)　　　　　　　　　d" - d'h + dah dv - d'v + d"v.

Obviously, the operators dr and dv are real. The following are trivial:

(2.7)　　　　　　　　　　d'-d'h+d'v,　d"-d"h+d"¥

Let 刀 be a complex Finsler connection of (1, 0)-type in a holomorphic Fmsler
′■l/

connection E. Since the connection form α; is a (1, 0)-form5 we may put

wpα - Fβ¥dzk + Cβαk∂叩k･

Then for an arbitrary section ∈ -?sα　we have

Dhi - {d"Zα + &Fβαkdzk)sα,

Dv｣ - (dviα + eβCβαk∂f)sα･

3. Complex Finsler manifolds

Let M be a complex manifold of dimcM - n, and T'M its holomorphic tangent

bundle. We also use the notations inァ1 andァ2. First we shall define as follows (cf.

Kobayashi [7]).
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Definition 3.1. A function -F(z9 rj) on T'M is called a convex Finsler metric if the

following conditions are satisfied :
●

(1) F(z, rj) is smooth on T′M-(0},

(2) F(z,叩)≧O and F(z,rj)-0 if and only ifn-0,

(3) F(z,初)-刷[F(z,17) for all X∈C,
(4) The following Hermitian matrix satisfies the convex condition, that is, the

Hermitian matrix (Ffj) is positive definite, where

(3.1) Fi7

d2F
● ●

∂nl ∂qLj

The complex manifold M with a convex Finsler metric F(z9 rj) is called a complex

Finsler manifold and denoted by (M, F).

Let (M, F) be a complex Finsler manifold. We shall consider the case of E- T'M

inァ1:

一■■≒i..`=･

TM- nT~1(T′M)

and call it the holomorphic Finsler tangent bundle.

We can consider any local holomorphic frame field Xv of T'M as a local
′                                                                                                   ′

holomorphic frame field of TM. Then a Hermitian metric a in TM is defined by

(3.2)　　　　　　　　　　　FiJ - g(Xi, Xj)

for the Hermitian matrix (F-) of (3.1).

In the following we shall consider typical complex Finsler connections on a complex
●                                                                   ●

Fmsler manifold (M, F).

(a) Finsler-Hermitian connections
一一■-I一′

First we shall consider the Hermitian connection D: r(TM) - r{TMョTAT'M)*)
---T-

in {TM,g). By Proposition 1.1, the connection form co and curvature form Q of D
●

are given by

●

(3.3)　　　　　　　　　　　　(ojl - Frid′FjF,

(3.4)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Q/ - d′′W/･

For the local expressions of 刀 we suppose that a complex non-linear connection Nlj

is given on T'M. Since D is (1,O)-type, we get

(3.5)　　　　　　　　　　co; -Fjlkdz*+ CJll ∂叩k,

where we put
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-JFf
C i jjri

へ　k　●

ァi **f

F/k-F"
∂　　　*J*　▲　aqk

To determine Nl, from the given metric F(z, 77), we assume the condition

DHnmXm) - 0.

15

Because of Dh-Drh+d〝　the condition (3.7) is equivalent to Nik-り　m k' The

expression (3.6) and the homogeneity of F-j with respect to r¥ give

(3.8)　　　　　N¥ - F7懲りm,
which is determined by the given convex Finsler metric F(z, n). The non-linear

connection Nl: given by (3.8) is exactly the one appeared in Rund [15] and Royden [14].

Remark 3.1. We see that the non-linear connection Nlj de丘ned by (3.8) is entirely

the one derived from the Euler-Lagrange equation for a Cの-curve in (M, F) (Royden

[14]), that is, a C<カーcurve z(t) is a geodesic in (M, F) if and only if z(t) satisfies the

differential equations :

慧+N'jlz(t),芸)雲-慧+Fj¥ z(t),芸)雷雲-0
with the following additional condition

●

Fim(Fjlk-Fklj)芸笠-o･
■■■ー..′

Definition 3.2. Let (TM, g) be the holomorphic Finsler tangent bundle over a

聖聖plex Finsler manifold (M, F). The pair (D, N) of the Hermitian connection D in

(TM, g) and the non-linear connection N given by (3.8) is called the Finsler-Hermitian

connection on (M, F) and denoted by HF.

Proposition 3.1. Let (M, F) be a complex Finsler manifold. The Finsler-Hermitian

connection HF is uniquely determined by (3.6) and (3.8) from the given complex Finsler

metric F (z9 r¥). The curvature form of the Finsler-Hermitian connection HF is given by
3.4.

(b) Complex Rund connections

We shall show the following proposition.
●

J

Proposition 3.2. Let (TM, g) be as the above. Then there exists a unique complex

Finsler connection (D, N) satisfying the following conditions :
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(1)Dis(1,Oytype,

(2)Dish-metrical:dhg(s,t)-g(Dhs,t)+g(s,Dht)foranys,ter(TM),

(3)Dv-d",

(4)Dhsatisfies(3.7).

Proof.Fromtheconditions(1)and(3),wecanputco/-F/'kdzk.Thenthe

condition(2)isequivalentto

dhF--F
ulj.1n押+Fuawj'

Thus,bythecondition(1),wehavethefirstequationin(3.6).Furthermore,bythe

condition(4),wehave(3.8).Q.E.D.

Definition3.3.ThecomplexFinslerconnection(D,N)givenbyProposition3.3

iscalledthecomplexRundconnectionon(M,F)anddenotedbyRF.

Remark3.2.ThecomplexRundconnectionRFisfirsttreatedbyRund[15].It

isnotmetrical,butweshalllatershowanapplicationofthisconnection.

NowweshallinvestigatethecurvatureformQfofRF.SinceRFisnotmetrical,

●wecalculateQf-dcof+comlaco�"directly.Putting

(3.9)ni-Kjkl-8F;
jl

szk+(FmikFJml-FmilFj">k),

･3.10)I?1-
kl等一豊,

Rund[15]showsRlたx-nmR¥xandthefollowing.

Proposition3.3.(Rund[15])TherespectivequantitiesK/klandRlkldefinedby(3.9)

and(3.10)vanishidentically.

BecauseofProposition3.3,wehave

Proposition3.4.Let(M,F)beacomplexFinslermanifold.ThecomplexRund

connectionRFon(M,F)isuniquelydeterminedbyFj¥in(3.6)andbyNljin(3.8)from

thegivenconvexFinslermetricF(z9rj).ThenthecurvatureformQ:1isgivenby

(3.ll)Qj-d′′a>,l+d′ゥI

WithrespecttoHForRF,thefollowingpropositioniseasilyderived.●

Proposition3.5.ThecoefficientsNljgivenby(3.8)andthecoefficientsF/kofHF

(orRF)givenby(3.6)satisfytherelation

dNI
Fj¥-

driJ
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Furthermore, we have easily

Proposition 3.6. Let (D, N) be the Finsler-Hermitian {or complex Rund) connection

on (M, F). For an arbitrary point Po - (z｡, rj｡) of T′M, we can always choose a complex

coordinate system (z¥ rjl) aroud Po satisfying

(3.12)　　　　　　　　　　　Fjlk{Po) + Fk¥(Po) - 0.

Proof. For a given complex coordinate system {[/, (zl)} on M, we define a new

complex coordinate system {[/, (z′')} as

1

z′�"- (zl - z'o)一亘Fj'JPoH*蝣j - zJo)(zk - z¥).

Then, because of (1.1), we get easily the condition (3.12) at Po.

Suggesting by Proposition 3.6 and Royden [14], we define as follows.

Q.E.D.

Definition 3.4. Let (M, F) be a complex Finsler manifold and Po -(z｡, rj｡) an

arbitrary point of T'M. Then a coordinate system around Po is said to be semi-normal

at Po if the condition (3.12) is satisfied.

4Finsler-K益hlermanifolds

-~T二__二-Let(M,F)beacomplexFinslermanifoldand(TM,g)itsholomorphicFinsler

tangentbundlewiththeHermitianmetricggivenby(3.2).Thenwedefineareal

(1,l)-form6>onT'Mby

(4.1)0-J-lFiJdziAdzJ.

Definition4.1.Thereal(1,l)-form&definedby(4.1)iscalledtheFinsler-Kdhler

formof(M,F).

Thefollowingpropositioniseasilyderived.●

Proposition4.1.TheFinsler-Kahlerform0isclosedifandonlyifthemetricFtj

isaKahlermetriconM.

BecauseofProposition4.1,theconditiond&-0istoostrongtocall(M,F)a

Finsler-Kahlermanifold.Nowweshallinvestigatetheconditionthat0be/z-closed:

dh0-0.Asiseasilyseen,thisconditionisequivalentto

(4.2)SFi7-3FkjdFi75FiK

8zk5z15zk5z-vl

From(3.6)thecondition(4.2)isequivalentto

(4.3)Fjlk-Fkl;.
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The condition (4.2) or (4.3) is similar to the case of Kahler geometry. So we define

as follows.

Definition　4.2. A complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is called a Finsler-Kahler

manifold if its Finsler-Kahler form 0 is h-closed: dh0 - 0.

As we noted mァ3, for an arbitrary point Po of TfM, we can always choose the

semi-normal coordinate system at Po. Thus, if (M, F) is a Finsler-Kahler manifold,

we can choose a coordinate system satisfying

●

Fj¥(Po) - O.

Similarly to the case of Hermitian geometry, a complex coordinate system satisfying

(1) FiJ(Po)- ∂ij,

(2) dサFiJ(P｡) - 0

is called the normal coordinate system at Po. Hence we have the following theorem,

which shows that our definition of Finsler-Kahler manifold is reasonable (cf.

Kobayashi-Wu [9].

Theorem 4.1. A complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is a Finsler-Kahler manifold if

and only if for every point P of T'M there exists a complex coordinate system which

is normal at P.

5. Complex Berwald Manifolds

In the present section, we shall consider the analogy of the notion of Berwald

space (or a氏nely connected space) in real Finsler geometry.

Let (M, F) be a complex Finsler manifold, and (D, N) the Finsler-Hermitian (or

complex Rund) connection on (M, F). Then we de丘ne as follows (cf. Matsumoto [11]).

Definition 5.1. If the coefficients Fjlk of (D, N) given by (3.6) are functions of

position (zl) alone, the Finsler manifold (M, F) is said to be complex Berwald.

●             ●

The following is obvious from the definition.

Proposition 5.1. A complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is complex Berwald if and only

if the pull-back nT*a>　of a connection a* in T′M gives the complex Rund connection

on(M,F).

As is well-known, a connected real Berwald space is a Finsler space modeled on

a Minkowski space (cf. Ichijyo [5]). We shall consider the complex analogy of real

case. First we note that each fibre T'Mp of T'M is considered as a complex Minkowski

space (cf. Ichijyo [6]). For any ep∈T′Mp, the norm ||｣p|| is defined by
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lle|2--F{P,Zp).

WeassumethataconnectedcomplexFinslermanifold(M,F)iscomplex

Berwald.Then,byProposition5.1,thecomplexRundconnectionRFisgivenby

coj'-rj'k(z)dzk,r/k(z)-F豊Nl--

>iVjりir.mj

foraconnectioncoji-Fjlk(z)dzkinT′M･

Nowletc:[0,1]-MbeaCoo-curveinM,anddc/dtitstangentvector.Let

Ht)-?(t)-X,beaC^-sectionofT′M.ThenthecovariantderivativeDUdtofどwith

respecttocoisgivenby●

dt慧+壁/gW)W(o).

IftheconditionD｣/dt-0issatisfied,then｣(｣)issaidtobepararellalongc(t).For

eachJj∈T′Mp,thereexistsauniqueCの-section｣(i)satisfying

m-zp,慧-o･

Forthis｣(｣),wedefineamappingPc(t):T′Mp-T′Mmt>y

Pォ(o(cp)-{(0.

Obviously,themappingPc(t)isacomplexlinearisomorphism.Becauseof||c(OII-

L(c(t)),wehave

dU(t)‖

dt

(芸rl

1j/芸)雲+(conj.)

阜 (c(t), S(t)) + conj. ,

where we put F(z9r¥)-L(z,r¥y. Because of ∂L/∂zk-0, we see that dU(t)¥¥/dt -0.

Hence, l|C(OII is constant along c(t), that is, the complex linear isomorphism Pc(t) is

isometry. Therefore each complex Minkowski space TrMp with the norm function

L(P, ) is isometric each other.

Theorem 5.1. Assume that a connected complex Finsler manifold (M, F) be complex

Berwald. Then (M, F) is a manifold modeled on a complex Minkowski space.

In the following, we shall give an example of complex Berwald manifolds. Let 〟

be a complex manifold with a Hermitian metric ds2 - a(j(z)dz{ョdzj. Let b - b^dzl
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be a (1,0)-form on M. Then we put

α(Z,〟) - {aaiz)柄"Al/2　　β(Z,叩) - bAz)が

for each (z,叩)∈T′M. If a function F(α,β) of α　and β satisfies the conditions in

Definition 3.1 as a function of (z, rj), then F(α, β) is called a complex (α, βYmetric.

Let F(α, β) be an (α, βVmetric on a complex manifold M. For the Hermitian

connection co/ - /yk{z)dz of atj, we put

●

NIAz, ri) - rrrml ,(z).
一■ヽ-･･

Furthermore, we define a complex Finsler connection D in {TM, g) by the pull-back

of co. In the following, we shall investigate the condition that (D, N) gives the complex

Rund connection on (M, F). First we have

DhF(α, β) =竺Dhα.竺Dhp
∂α　　　∂β

∂F ∂∝

一高諺+芸芸dzk+(conj.).
Since we have

∂α2
二一一･一一一　　二　一　　｣二_二一

∂zk (普- apJ/yk W- O,
it follows that ∂α/∂zk-0 and ∂∝/∂z -0. We have also

芸dzk+芸rfzfc-慧-M7*W+(OW.

Thus, if the (1, 0)-form btdzl is holomorphic and pararell with respect to co, then the

connection (D, N) satisfies DhF - 0. In this case, the condition DhF - 0 means that
r~~二⊥_チ

the Hermitian metric g in TM is /i-metrical. So the connection is the complex Rund

connection on (M, F).

Theorem 5.2. Let M be a complex manifold with a complex (α, β)-metrie F(α, β).

Then, if the (1, 0)-form b - bt(z)dzl is holomorphic and pararell with respect to the

Hermitian connection r¥(z), then (M, F(α, β)) is complex Berwald.

By (4.3), we have

Theorem 5.3. Let (M, F(α, β)) be a complex manifold with a complex (α, β)-metric

F(α, β) satisfying the assumption in Theorem 5.2. Then, (M, F(α, β)) is Finsler-Kahler

// and only if the Hermnitian metric atj is a Kahler metric on M.
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6. Complex locally Minkowski manifolds

Let (M, F) be a complex Finsler manifold, and the Hermitian metric in TM defined

by (3.2). Similarly to the case of real Finsler geometry, we define as follows (cf.

Matsumoto [11])

Definition 6.1. A complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is said to be complex locally

Minkowski, if there exists an open cover {U9Xv} such that on each nT 1(U) the

function F is a function of the fibre-coordinate only. Such an open cover {[/, Xv¥ is

said to be adapted.

First we show the following:
●

Proposition 6.1. A complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is complex locally Minkowski

if and only if there exists an open cover {U, Xv} such that on each nT 1(U) the condition

dhF(j - 0 is satisfied.

Proof. If the condition dhFij-Q is satisfied on each nT (U)9 then we have

Fjlk-O from (3.6), and so N1.-0. Consequently we have dFtj/∂zk-0, that is,

F-F(y¥) on each nT (U).

Conversely, if F- F(r]) on each nT-lru), then we see that AT'--0 from (3.8), so

we have d F{j- 0.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Q.E.D.

From Proposition 6.1, we see that if a complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is complex

locally Minkowski, then we have co�"l-0 on each花T 1(U) with respect to RF on

(M, F), that is, we get

DXv-0.

Hence the complex Rund connection RF on (M, F) is flat.

Conversely, we assume that the complex Rund connection RF on (M, F) is

flat. Then, from Proposition 3.4, we see that it defines a flat holomorphic connection

in T'M. So the holomorphic tangent bundle T'M admits a flat structure (cf. Goldberg

[2], Kobayashi [8]). If we denote by {U, Xv} the flat structure in T'M and denote

by (z¥ rjl) the local coordinate system on T′M induced from {[/, Xv}, then we have

Fjlk-O. Consequently we have dFtj/dz -0. Thus (M,F) is complex locally
Minkowski.

Theorem 6.1. A complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is complex locally Minkowski if

and only if the complex Rund connection RF on (M, F) is of zero-curvature, that is, RF

is flat.

From (3.ll), the curvature form Q-　of RF is written as

D; -警dzkadzl +等∂r¥ka dzl +穿∂nk Adzl.
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Hence the following relation with complex Berwald manifolds is easily derived from
●

this expression.

Theorem 6.2. A complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is complex locally Minkowski if

and only if it is complex Berwald and the complex Rund connection RF on (M, F) is

holomorphic.

From Theorem 6.1, we have the following result which is similar to the one due
●

to Hashiguchi-Ichijyo [3].

Theorem 6.3. Let (M, F(<x, β)) be a complex Finsler manifold which satisfies the

assumption in Theorem 5.2. If the Hermitian metric atj is flat, then (M, F) is complex

locally Minkowskl

As we stated in the above, if a complex Finsler manifold (M, F) is complex locally

Minkowski, then T′〟 admits a且at structure. Furthermore, if 〟 is simply connected,

then M is a complex parallelizable manifold (cf. Goldberg [2]).

Corollary 6.1. If a simply connected complex manifold M admits a complex Finsler

metric which is locally Minkowski, then M is a complex parallelizable manifold.

7.Holomorphicsectionalcurvature

Inthelastsectionofthepresentpaper,weshallgiveanoteabouttheholomorphic●

sectionalcurvaturesde丘nedinKobayashi[7]andRoyden[14].

Let(M,F),F(z,rj)-L(z,ri),beacomplexFinslermanifoldofdimcM-n.Let

(D,N)betheFinsler-Hermitian(orcomplexRund)connectionon(M,F).The

curvatureformQofDisgivenby(3.4)(or(3.ll)).Then,accordingtoKobayashi

[7],thefollowingHermitian2-formWisalsocalledthecurvatureformofD:

･7.1)V-京㌫pmiOrtm

dzk雷一言語wns-dzkdzl.

Withrespecttothenon-linearconnectionJVl.givenby(3.8),wehave

Proposition7.1.ThecurvatureformWdefinedby(7.1)isexpressedasfollows:

･7.2)W-音読(-N¥一芸)dzkdzl.

Foranarbitrary(z,｣)∈T′MsatisfyingF(z9｣)-1,theholomorphicsectional

curvatureH(z,∈)of(M,F)at(z,｣)isdefinedby

(7.3)tf(z,｣)-2TO｣),

一■ー...′
wheree-Em∂/∂zm∈TM{z>yBecauseof(7.1)and(7.2),wehave
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H(z, ∈)-2

=2

(

(

Fm一望dFfid2Ft-

dzldzkdzkx=l

Fi7N¥ N¥
82F

dzk dzl )

??z:k zl

>　　*5　*
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Remark 7.1. From the expression (7.4), we see that if Ftj is a Hermitian metric

Fdz) on M, then H(z, ｣) defined by (7.3) is just the holomorphic sectional curvature

denned by ｣∈TMz in the usual sence (cf. Wu [16]).

Next we shall investigate the holomorphic sectional curvature of (M, F) defined in

Royden [14]. Let (z, ∈) be an arbitrary point of T′M. Then, for a su侃ciently small

positive r, there exists a holomorphic mapping cp from the disk △(r) of radius r to M

satisfying

･7.5)　　(p(0)-z,甲:(0)‥-甲*((孟　-z,

where we denote by cp^ the differential of (p and by J the coordinate system on

△(r). Then, for the given convex Finsler metric F(z9叩) - L(z, tj)2, a Hermitian metric

cp*L on △(r) is introduced by

cp*L- L{q>{Q, q>.(Q)¥dt¥.

The Gauss curavture K{zt^((p*L) of (p*L at (z, ｣) is defined by

･7.6)　　K(z.据L,ニー‡孟品Iog(q>*L)2 ∈=｡･
Then, according to Royden [14], the holomorphic sectional curvature K,z ^(L) of (M, F)

at (z, q) is defined by

(7.7)　　　　　　　　　　K(z,考)(L) - sup {IC(2,4)(ォp*L)},

where the supremum is taken for all holomorphic mappings cp satisfying (7.5). In the

following, for the simplicity, we put (q>*L)2 - G.

We may always choose a coordinate system on △(r) satisfying (∂G/∂亡)c=0 - 0 and

(∂G/∂Oc=0 - 0. Hence in such a coordinate system on △(r), K,zq(L) can be written

as follows:

K(z>i)(L) - - 2mf

Bydirectcalculations,wehave

(蒜-<f*

-^

C=｡誌

甫+ F^ {N'mn + FijiN^nP + Ftm'ji>,
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where we put ^ -(∂ <p7∂E∂CV=｡ for q> -((p¥...,(pn). Because of (7.4) we have

H(z, ∈)+2IS)
∈=0

-2Ft7w+N^n w+wmn

Hence we have H(z, ｣) ≧ - 2(∂2G/∂E∂()c=｡ from the convexity of (Ftj). Furthermore

we have

Proposition 7.2. The respective holomorphic sectional curvatures H(z, ∈) and K^JL)

of (7.3) and (7.7) coincide:

7.8
H{z, Q - K,-ぞ)(L).

In fact, when cp is a complex line in the semi-normal coordinte at (z, ∈), then

sup{K(z *)((p*L)} attains to the maximum H(z, ∈)･

On the other hand, by Theorem 6.2 0f Kobayashi [7], if the holomorphic sectional

curvature H(z, ｣) is bounded above by a negative constant - k (k > 0), then the manifold

M is hyperbolic. By Proposition 7.2, ifH(z, ｣) ≦ - k, then we also have K(z,モ(L)≦ -k,

that is, K((p*L) ≦ - k for an arbitrary holomorphic mapping cp: △(r)-M. Then, m

similarly to Theorem 3.1, IV,ァ3 in Lang [10], we get

Proposition　7.3. Let (M,F), F-L , 6e a complex Finsler manifold whose

holomorphic sectional curvature H(z, ｣) at (z, ∈) is bounded above by a negative constant

- k. Then for an arbitrary holomorphic map cp: △(r)-M satisfying (7.5), we have

gr ≧ J左cp*L,

where gr is the Poincar∂ metric on the disk △(r :

Thus we have

Theorem　7.1. (Kobayashi [7]) Let (M,F), F-L2, 6e　ォ　complex Finsler

manifold. Assume that there exists a negative constant　- k such that H(z, ｣) ≦ - k.

Then M is hyperbolic, and we have

(7.9)　　　　　　　　　　　　　Fm(z,叩) ≧ JkL(z,り),

where FM is the Kobayashi metric on M:

Fu(z, ∈) - inf
1

-; (p- △(r)-M is a holomorphic map satisfying
㍗

<p(0) - z, (PJO) - ｣
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